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How effective and reliable is YouTube videos about mPCNL
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Abstract
In this study, reliability, e�cacy, and quality of YouTube videos on miniaturized PCNL procedures were assessed using a
scoring system.

Video searches were conducted using keywords miniaturized percutaneous nephrolithotomy (mPCNL), ultra-miniPCNL
(UMP) and super-miniPCNL (SMP) via https://www.youtube.com. All videos >2 minutes, in English and containing the
procedure of mPCNL were ordered and listed according to relevance and popularity. Validated GQS and Reliability scales
were used for quality and content analysis of the videos, con�rmed video power index (VPI) was used to assess video
popularity, and the mPCNL score, developed by 3 endourologists, was used to measure the informational and educational
value of the videos.

While specialists (61.9%) were the main source for uploading 63 videos included in the study, the largest target group was
patients (61.9%). Operation procedures (68.3%) was the main content and the highest upload region was Asian continent
(66.7%). The majority of videos were in English (60.3%), focused on standard mPCNL rather than miniaturization subtypes
(77.8%). Mean VPI, GQS, reliability, mPCNL scores were 4.61, 2.86, 2.61, 9.58 respectively. These parameters, which were
positively correlated, were found to be statistically signi�cantly higher for videos of 'academic' origin, 'Physicians' target
audience and 'English audio' language format(P<0.05).

Since mPCNL videos, which are popular and have high informational and educational value, are aimed at medical
professionals rather than patients, they are not functional in treatment selection and explaining the procedure. By raising its
standards, video portals can make the treatment process practical as a functional bridge between patients and healthcare
professionals.

Introductıon
The prevalence of urinary stone disease varies from 1% to 20%, depending on environmental and individual multiple risk
factors. Due to the increasing incidence worldwide, especially in countries with high living standards, and the proven close
association with CKF, kidney stones represent a signi�cant burden for public health systems. Although the recurrence rate
varies according to stone type and patient-related factors, severe recurrent disease is observed in slightly more than 10 % of
patients [1, 2]. Thanks to the technological development of endourological procedures, the economic burden of urinary
system stone disease on the healthcare system is reduced, while minimising the morbid impact on the patient [3].

Percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL) is the �rst option in the treatment of large kidney stones (> 2 cm) with a high stone
free rate (SFR). However, serious complications such as bleeding requiring transfusion (7%), sepsis (0.5%), organ injury
(0.4%) and death (0.05%) are seen with standard 24-30F accesses [4]. Miniaturisation efforts with smaller tracts (<18F) such
as mini-PCNL (mPCNL), ultra-mini-PCNL (UMP) and super-mini-PCNL (SMP) procedures have been described to reduce these
complications. Although it was introduced for pediatric age use, technological advances have made it a good alternative to
standard PCNL for the adult population as well, with a lower complication rate and a non-inferior SFR despite the longer
operation time [5]. 

In recent years, the use of web resources to access medical information has increased due to easy access to the internet [6].
There are many social media platforms on the internet that provide health-related information. One of these platforms is
YouTube (www.youtube.com), which contains many free videos, is one of the main video sharing sites. On YouTube, which is
a free-access platform, users can comment, like, dislike and express their opinions on the uploaded videos [7]. The main
disadvantage of open-access platforms like YouTube is the variability of authors and the lack of a peer review/moderation
process [8]. As far as we know, videos of miniaturized PCNL procedures such as mPCNL, UMP and SMP have not been rated
on YouTube yet. In this study, we assessed the quality of appropriate videos of miniaturized PCNL procedures on YouTube
using a scoring system designed to assess the preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative features of miniaturized PCNL.
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Materıal & Method
We performed a search using the keywords miniaturized PCNL, mini PCNL, UMP and SMP on 8 February 2022 via
https://www.youtube.com/ and ranked and listed all videos containing miniaturized PCNL process by relevance and
popularity.

Considering the small number of videos related to a speci�c topic, all miniaturized PCNL videos longer than 2 minutes and in
English were examined. Videos without English audio or subtitles, repeat videos, videos not related to miniaturized PCNL (all
other kidney stone surgery videos) and videos shorter than 2 minutes were excluded from the study (Fig1).

After listing the videos included in the study, they were analyzed and scored independently by two separate urologists (M.Y.
and İ.H.). The interrater variability assessment was analyzed by weighted kappa score. For the videos in which disagreement
was found, the opinion of a third evaluator (Y.Ş.; expert in stone surgery and endourologist) was obtained and the majority-
accepted score was taken as the basis.

Reliability, GQS and mPCNL scores were used for the quality and content analysis of the videos. The GQS is a Likert scale
that analyses the usefulness of a web publication for patients, where the quality of the video is directly proportional to the
point scale from 0 to 5 according to the educational value [9]. The Reliability Score is a 5-point score derived from the
questionnaire DISCERN and is an instrument to measure the reliability and information quality of health videos for viewers
[10, 11].  The miniaturized PCNL score (mPCNLs) was generated by 3 endourologists who predominantly perform stone
surgery in daily practise, based on the preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative processes of the mPCNL procedure.
The scoring was based on patient characteristics, the suitability of the procedure according to the European Association of
Urology urolithiasis guideline [1], the stepwise surgical method and the postoperative process, while it was calculated over a
total of 16 points, 1 point for all steps (Table 1). 

Table 1 . Miniaturized percutaneous nephrolithotomy Scoring (mPCNLs)* 
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1 Are patient characteristics mentioned in the video?

2 Are preoperative imaging �ndings (stone location/size/density) shared?

3 Is the patient’s operation position given in the video?

4 Are the device speci�cations used for miniaturization given?

5 Is it de�ned which access technique (with scopy and/or US) is used?

6 In the video, is the diameter of the amplatz sheath used speci�ed?

7 In the video, is the type and diameter of guidewire used pointed out?

8 Is safety guidewire used in the video? if not, is its necessity highlighted?

9 Is it stated in the video which lithotripter (laser/pneumatic/ultrasonic) is used?

10 Is the stone fragmentation type speci�ed (dusting vs. active removal)?

11 Are the settings (e.g. power, frequency, energy) of the lithotripter speci�ed on video?

12 In the video, is it highlighted the postoperative catheterization status?; Tubed (ureteral stent/Double J
stent/nephrostomy?) or tubeless?

13 In the video, is it speci�ed the hospitalization period and/or discharge time?

14 Is the postoperative status and possible postoperative complications speci�ed on video?

15 Is the postoperative stone-free status speci�ed on video?      

16 Is the patient's stone suitable for mini PCNL in terms of size and method according to EAU guidelines?

*1 point for each yes answer in the options

The categorization of the videos was done as follows: source categorization,1: Academic Institutions or urology society
videos, 2: Videos by non-Academic Institutions or urology specialists, 3: commercial videos; Procedure type categorization,
1:mPCNL, 2:UMP, 3:SMP, 4: entire; Video content categorization; 1: Operation procedure, 2: Technical information, 3:
Advertising, 4: Comprehensive (theoric and practice); Origin categorization, 1:US, 2:Asia, 3:Africa, 4:EU, 5:Others; Language
format categorization, 1: English audio, 2: English subtitles; Target audience categorization, 1:Physicians, 2:Patients.

Video upload time, Average views, Video length (min), Duration on YouTube (day), Likes and Dislikes numbers were analyzed
for video demographics. The popularity of each video was evaluated with the video power index (VPI), and the VPI was
calculated using Erdem & Karaca's "like ratio X view ratio/ 100" formula [12]. Like ratio and view ratio formulas are 'like/like
+dislike' and 'the number of views/duration on YouTube', respectively. 

The analysis of the data was performed by IBM SPSS Statistics 28.0 versiyon. Median (min-max), frequency were used to
de�ne the parameters. Mann-Whitney U-test and Kruskal-Wallis test were used to compare groups of 2 and more than 2,
respectively.  The Dunn-Bonferroni method was used for pothoc analysis of the statistically signi�cant Kruskal-Wallis test.
Bivariate correlation analysis between VPI, GQS, Reliability and mPNL scores were evaulated by the Spearman test.
Statistical analysis was performed at 95% con�dence interval and a level of P < 0.05.

Results
After excluding 125 of the total 188 videos listed, the categorical and demographic characteristics of 63 videos included in
the study area were documented in Table2.  

Table 2. Categorization and descriptive statistics of videos
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Parameters    

Video source (n; %)    

Academic 23 36.5

Specialists 39 61.9

Commercial 1 1.6

Target audience (n; %)    

Physicians 24 38.1

Patients 39 61.9

Language format (n; %)    

English audio 38 60.3

English subtitles 25 39.7

Miniaturisation procedure (n; %)    

mPCNL 49 77.8

UMP 8 12.7

SMP 2 3.2

entire 4 6.3

Origine (n; %)    

US 4 6.3

Asia 42 66.7

Africa 3 4.8

EU 14 22.2

Video content (n; %)    

Operation procedure 43 68.3

Technical information 3 4.8

Advertising 1 1.6

Comprehensive 16 25.4

Average views (Mean±SE) 6662,83±2423,45

Video length (second) (Mean±SE) 1064±184,9

Duration on YouTube (day) (Mean±SE) 1103±105,86

Likes (Mean±SE) 32,55±9,71

Dislikes (Mean±SE) 2,29±1,26

GQS (Mean±SE) 2,86±1,31

Reliability (Mean±SE) 2,61±1,29

mPCNLs (Mean±SE) 9,58±3,58
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VPI (Mean±SE) 4,61±13,73

Kappa analysis scores for inter-rater variability in terms of determined parameters showed general consistency (Weighted
Kappa scores for GQS, Reliability, and mPCNLs were 0.791, 0.783, 0.94, respectively). The highest video upload source was
specialists and the highest target group was patients, and both had the same rate (61.9%). The video content was mostly
operation procedure (68.3%) and the highest upload region was the Asian continent (66.7%). The majority of videos were in
English (60.3%), with a focus on standard mPCNL rather than miniaturisation subtypes (77.8%). The minimum and
maximum number of views were 86 and 107095 respectively. The longest video was 7837 seconds long, while the shortest
was 134 seconds long. The minimum and maximum number of likes and dislikes were 0-412 and 0-53 respectively. The
mean crossed time since the video was uploaded on Youtube was 1103 days.

In addition to the evaluator scoring of the GQS (mean: 2,86±1,31/ median: 3 [1-5]), reliability (mean: 2,61±1,29/ median: 2 [1-
5]) and mPCNL scores (mean: 9,58±3,58/ median:10 [3-15]) of the categorized videos, we also made a statistical
comparison of the metadata (VPI, Duration on YouTube and Video length). The VPI (mean: 4,61±13,73/ median: 0,72 [0-
81,1]) parameter was found to be statistically signi�cantly higher in videos of 'academic' origin, 'Physicians' targeted
audience and 'English audio' language formatted in correlation to evaluator scores (GQS, reliability ve mPCNLs) (P<0.05). In
these categorization groups, similar signi�cance was found in terms of the 'Video length' variable, while no signi�cant
statistical difference was found in the 'Duration on YouTube' parameter (Table 3). 

Table 3. Analysis of videos in terms of evaluator scores and video parameters in binary group categorization.

Video
demographics

Video source   Target audience   Language format  

  Academic Specialists P
value

Physicians Patients P
value

English
audio

English
subtitles

P
value

VPI 1,498 (0-
41,71)

0,535
(0,07-
81,10)

0.03 1,46 (0-
41,71)

0,519
(0-
81,10)

0,010 1,256
(0-
55,75)

0,436
(0-
81,10)

0,015

GQS 4 (2-5) 2 (1-3) <0,001 4 (2-5) 2 (1-4) <0,001 4 (1-5) 2 (1-3) <0,001

Reliability  4 (2-5) 2 (1-3) <0,001 4 (2-5) 2 (1-3) <0,001 3 (1-5) 2 (1-3) <0,001

mPCNL score 12 (4-15) 8 (3-15) <0,001 11,5 (4-15) 9 (3-15) <0,001 10,5 (4-
15)

8 (3-13) 0,007

Duration on
YouTube
(Day)

611 (293-
2725)

791 (110-
3639)

0,164 610 (293-
2806)

864
(110-
3639)

0,110 750,5
(110-
3035)

864
(173-
3639)

0,350

Video length
(second)

2111
(263-
7837)

310 (134-
779)

<0,001 2017,50
(298-
7837)

292
(134-
779)

<0,001 850
(152-
7837)

235
(134-
779)

<0,001

Values are presented as median (min–max), p<0.05 as statistical signi�cance level

VPI: Video Power Index, GQS: Global Quality Score, mPCNL: Miniaturized percutaneous nephrolithotomy 

 There were no signi�cant differences between ‘Miniaturization procedure’ and ‘Origine’ categorization groups regarding
either VPI, GQS or mPCNLs (Table 4).  

Table 4. Detailed characteristic analysis of videos according to procedure, origine and content
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Parameters VPI GQS Reliability  mPCNL
Score

Duration on
YouTube (Day)

Video length
(second)

Miniaturisation procedure  

mPCNL1 0,81 (0-
81,10)

2 (1-5) 2 (1-5) 4 10 (3-15) 746 (110-2819)2 510 (134-
7837)

UMP2 0,54 (0-
55,75)

3 (1-5) 2 (1-5) 8 (6-15) 2157,5 (603-
3639)1,4

236 (134-
2604) 4

SMP3 0,21 (0-
0,43)

2,5 (1-
4)

1,5 (1-2) 4 8 (6-10) 1977,5 (1104-
2851)

227,5 (192-
263)

entire4 0,74 (0,59-
0,77)

4,5 (3-
5)

5 (3-5) 1,3 11,5 (9-
13)

495 (293-1460)2 2159,5 (433-
3857) 2

P value 0,419 0,187 0,023 0,375 0,003 0,032**

Origine  

US1 1,69 (0,28-
3,46)

2 (2-5) 2,5 (2-5) 8 (5-15) 1003 (417-2851) 1126,5 (192-
3793)

Asia2 0,59 (0-
81,10)

2,5 (1-
5)

2 (1-5) 10 (3-13) 750,5 (110-3639) 416,5 (134-
6203)

Africa3 0,28 (0,07-
1,78)

2 (1-3) 2 (1-2) 7 (3-8) 1252 (791-1803) 152 (134-292)

EU4 1,44 (0,08-
41,71)

3,5 (2-
5)

3 (2-5) 11 (5-15) 812 (354-3035) 871,5 (182-
7837)

P value 0,658 0,104 0,057 0,057 0,641 0,088

Video content  

Operation procedure1 0,53 (0,07-
55,75)

2 (1-
5)4

2 (1-4) 4 9 (3-
15) 4

812 (173-3639) 334 (134-
7837) 4

Technical information2 2,94 (0-
3,88)

2 (2-
2)4

2 (1-3) 5 (4-6) 4 417 (110-1756) 377 (298-
1924)

Advertising*3 5,06 (5,06-
5,06)

5 (5-5) 5 (5-5) 14 (14-
14)

2806 (2806-2806) 1106 (1106-
1106)

Comprehensive (theoric and
practice)4

1,04 (0-
81,10)

4 (3-
5)1,2

4 (2-5) 1 11,5 (9-
15) 1,2

610 (293-1460) 2116,5 (263-
3857) 1

P value 0,224 <0,001 <0,001 <0,001 0,169 <0,001

Values are presented as median (min–max), p<0.05 as statistical signi�cance level.

mPCNL: Miniaturized percutaneous nephrolithotomy, SMP:supermini percutaneous nephrolithotomy, UMP: ultramini
percutaneous nephrolithotomy. *It has been omitted due to only one case of advertising. **Post hoc analysis could not be
performed because there were less than 2 cases in SMP.

Although there was no statistically signi�cant parameter between groups in terms of origine categorization, reliability (3 [2-5];
p:0.057) and mPCNLs (11 [5-15]; p:0.057) were found to be higher in EU origin videos than other groups. In the 'entire'
subgroup of the miniaturization procedure categorization, reliability score and video length parameters were found to be
higher than other subgroups (5; p:0.023 and 2159.5; p:0.032, respectively), while Duration on YouTube parameter was
statistically higher in the 'UMP' subgroup (2157,5; p:0.003) (Fig2. a-b). 
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In the video content categorization, the GQS and mPCNLs of the 'Comprehensive' subgroup, which de�nes videos rich in
theory and practice, were found to be statistically signi�cantly higher than the other subgroups (4 [3-5] ve 11,5 [9-15]
respectively; p<0,001) (Fig2. d-f), while the reliability score and video length parameter differed signi�cantly only between the
'Comprehensive' and 'Operation procedure' subgroups (p <0.001), (Fig2. e-g). 

Although a strong correlation was observed between VPI and evaluator scores (GQS, mPCNLs and reliability score) in terms
of Spearman's rank correlation analysis (Fig3), the VPI parameter did not differ statistically between the groups in video
content classi�cation, contrary to these scores (p: 0.224).

While the Video length parameter (r=-0.344; p:0.006), which showed a negative correlation with Duration on Youtube
parameter, was moderately correlated with VPI (r=0.481; p<0.001), a strong positive correlation was observed between GQS,
mPCNLs and reliability score (r=0.712, r= 0.793 and r=0.609 respectively, p<0.001). 

Dıscussıon
Nowadays, surgical treatment of kidney stones is solved by a more detailed examination of all alternatives by the patient,
with multiple endourological modalities and the use of a shared decision-making mechanism between patient and
physician. In contrast to conventional treatments, technological developments offer less invasiveness and a higher stone-
free rate. In addition, patient involvement in treatment decisions increases the success of the procedure and patient
satisfaction [13–14]. One of the most important sources of information for patients today is the internet and the video portal
YouTube which plays an important role, especially when searching for surgical treatment procedures. Recently, a lot of
reseach has been done on the potential of YouTube videos to help patients with health decisions and chronic diseases.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the producers of these videos and the viewer-patient group are trying to reach the
acceptable standards that are currently used [15, 16].

A recent study questioned whether PCNL, one of the endourological stone treatment procedures, generated more interest on
social media platforms than URS and ESWL, but the quality of the video was insu�cient in terms of content and information
[17]. In parallel, in our current study, despite the high rate of specialists uploading (61.9%) of patient-targeted mPCNL videos,
the evaluator scoring (GQS, Reliability Scores, mPNLScores) and the lower VPI suggest that healthcare professionals should
take more responsibility in such studies.

In the current study, the statistically signi�cant high value of VPI, video length, and evaluator scores in academic-sourced,
Physicians-targeted, and English-sounded videos was noted with higher median values in the Entire and Comprehensive
subgroups within the video content and procedure categories. This result shows that academic videos have more
comprehensive and higher quality content in the subgroup analysis.

In the study of Spradling et al. it was found that the most important factors for patient preference in the choice of kidney
stone treatment were a high stone-free rate, minimal hospital stay and a lower risk of complications [13]. Although in our
study, the stone-free rate was shared in the patient-targeted videos, it was notable that the rate of mentioning postoperative
complications and hospitalisation was lower than the academic and physician-targeted uploads ( Physicians and Patients
mPNLs 11,5 (4–15) and 9 (3–15), respectively; p < 0,001).

There are only a few articles in the literature on the informative role of social media and internet search engines in kidney
stone surgery. Sood et al. in their study, in which they categorize videos as useful, misleading and personal views, they did
not use any scoring for useful categorization and sought the condition of ‘correct information about any aspect of disease:
prevention, symptoms, treatments, or other information'. While they didn't include healthcare professionals in the uploading
source, they found that the high percentage of useful videos uploaded by the University Channel provided the best overall
coverage with a statistically signi�cant average viewership/day and rating ratio [18]. In support of this statement, in our
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study, VPI, which had a high correlation with evaluator scores, was found to be statistically signi�cantly higher in academic
videos with high evaluator scores. As a result, these characteristics could be guided viewers to useful videos.

In a national video reliability study in which PNL and URS were the most frequently mentioned treatment modalities, the
weighted loading source was urologists or academicians, and a higher rating rate was found compared to other sources [19].
If we do not count the intense interest in herbal therapy/ alternative medicine videos in both studies based on [18, 19], the
videos of health professionals with high accuracy and monitoring rate are a promising result commented on YouTube-based
knowledge and education augmentation.

Thanks to the technological developments, the transition from open surgical methods to endourological procedures in the
treatment of kidney stones has achieved higher stone-free rate with minimal morbidity, and recently, a higher stone-free rate
has been achieved with miniaturized methods has been modi�ed with a smaller tract diameter, minimal postoperative scar
tissue, shorter hospitalizations and less labor loss. While ESWL had the highest Search Volume Index between 2011 and
2017, the increase in the application rates of mPCNL and RIRS, which stand out as the most minimally invasive surgical
methods today, is also re�ected in the video rates on popular video sharing sites [20, 21]. In the study of Pratsinis et al., RIRS
videos were the most frequently de�ned but had the lowest content quality score, while the PCNL procedure with less video
ratio had higher content quality. It was recommended that YouTube videos should not guide treatment selection because the
uploads included in the study had high audio, good video quality and high viewership, but low content quality in the
evaluation survey [21]. Nowadays, the relationship between internet search data and disease prevalence also directs
marketing and advertising strategies. The low VPI and evaluator scores of patient-targeted videos in the current study
suggests that commercial and advertising concerns are prominent in video sharing platforms compared to information and
content richness. In our study, the most common video type in video content categorization was operation procedure videos,
while we found higher evaluator scores and longer video duration (p < 0.001) and lower VPI (1,04 [0–81,10]; p:0,224) in the
Comprehensive subgroup in which more than one subject was discussed. We attributed this statistical difference to the fact
that the uploads were mostly academic-sourced and physicians-targeted videos. Once again, the high VPI (1,256 [0–55,75];
p:0,015) and evaluator scores (for GQS 4 [1–5]; p:<0,001, for Reliability 3 [1–5]; p:<0,001, for mPNLs 10,5 [4–15]; p: 0,007) of
the English-sounded videos show that healthcare professionals should pay more attention to audio asistance and product
quality of uploads instead of subtitled videos in order to direct the target audience to scienti�c products.

Although there is no speci�c study evaluating YouTube videos on PCNL in the literature, PCNL videos were also evaluated in
the surgical treatment of kidney stones, and despite con�icting comments for the overall video quality among these studies,
acceptable survey scores were reported for PCNL videos. [18, 19, 21]. However, the lack of a check list score in the mentioned
studies and the fact that some studies do not consider videos on full objective criteria make the accuracy and reliability of
PCNL videos questionable. In the current study, validated GQS and reliability scores as well as mPCNL scoring created by 2
endourologists were used to evaluate mPCNL videos, which has a speci�c treatment modality for kidney stone surgery. The
high correlation of these three scorings with each other con�rmed the objectivity of our checklist scoring and the results we
obtained.

In a recent study, on the analysis of videos on RIRS which has a similar indication area as mPCNL, video content and
evaluation scores were found to be lower than our study. The median (interquartile range) GQS, JAMAS, RIRSSS, and VPI
scores were 2 (1–3), 1 (1–2), 2 (1–5), and 0.41 (0.08–1.29), respectively (22). In his study, Tonyali has emphasized that the
informative value of RIRS videos is insu�cient for patients, due to the low rate of patient-targeted videos (12.7%) and
evaluation scores, and the content of the videos usually consists of technical aspects (84.1%). While only 2 evaluators were
scoring in the study, the controversial videos were discussed again and a consensus was reached. In our study, despite the
high kappa analysis score, we believe that evaluator scores provide a more objective consensus score by seeking the opinion
of a third author for the controversial videos. In our study, the rate of patient-targeted video (61.9%) and operation procedure
video (68.3%) was found to be higher. However, the low VPI and evaluator scores of these videos indicate that the
educational and procedural selection value should be questioned. In both studies, two procedures, which use high
technology and are frequently used in current stone surgery, were discussed, but RIRS came to forefront with its more
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physician targetted side and the technical information it contained. The similar steps of mPCNL to standard PCNL explain
the neglect of the technical aspect of the procedure.

Conclusıons
Our study shows that mPCNL- YouTube videos with high VPI and evaluator scores have high informative and educational
value. However, as the videos are aimed at healthcare professionals rather than patients, they cannot be a primary
recommendation for treatment choice and patient understanding of the procedure. Today, most patients, especially those
facing surgical treatment options, are not content to discuss the issue with healthcare professionals, but visit informative
resources through video portals or websites. At this point, instead of addressing the issue individually, since the existence of
some distortions in the patient-physician relationship cannot be ignored, accepting the role of video sharing sites and raising
their standards and allowing them to assume a central role in health practice will make the treatment process practical.
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Figure 1

Flowchart of the video selection and study design
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Figure 2

a-b: Pairwise comparisons of miniaturization procedures based on reliability (a), duration on YouTube (b) and Video length
(c). Each node shows the sample average rank of miniaturization procedures. mPCNL:1 UMP:2 SMP:3 Entire:4.(mPCNL:
Miniaturized percutaneous nephrolithotomy, SMP:supermini percutaneous nephrolithotomy, UMP: ultramini percutaneous
nephrolithotomy) d-g: Pairwise Comparisons of Video content based on GQS (d), reliability (e), mPCNLs (f) and video length
(g). Each node shows the sample average rank of Video content. Operation procedure:1 Technical information:2
Advertising:3 Comprehensive (theoric and practice):4. GQS: Global Quality Score, mPCNLs: Miniaturized percutaneous
nephrolithotomy score)
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Figure 3

Spearman’s correlation analysis between VPI, mPCNLs, GQS and Reliability


